SCAFFOLD SHEETING
YOU NEED GEAR
THAT CAN TACKLE
AS MANY DIVERSE
PROJECTS AS YOUR
CREW CAN.
No matter what season you’re working in or what
your construction project entails, it’s vital that you
have Scaffold Sheeting that is lightweight, flexible
and easy to handle.
Norseman’s Scaffold Sheeting is manufactured with skrimreinforced polyethylene material for outstanding jobsite
protection you need for every season.

•

Cost-effective enclosure solution that contains debris
while protecting your people and your equipment from
weather conditions.

•

Highly durable and effective in all temperatures and weather

•

Provides unmatched weather protection and debris containment,

•

Keeps crews safe and comfortable, allowing them to excel at

•

Securely holds to your scaffold structure, even in extreme winds.

conditions including heavy winds, torrential rains, or summer heat.

while offering improved jobsite visibility.

their tasks.

Your team and your equipment are protected from the elements and
have access to a comfortable worksite, allowing them to outwork and
overachieve. Norseman’s Scaffold Sheeting is GEAR2PERFORM.
7

Manufactured with skrim-reinforced polyethylene material.

GEAR POINTS :

Features specifically designed to ensure Norseman
Gear outperforms on your next jobsite.

PROTECT

Protects your crew, your equipment
and your jobsite from debris and
weather conditions.

WITHSTAND

Manufactured with skrim-reinforced
polyethylene for enhanced durability
and built with a reinforced yellow
safety strip for added strength.

RESIST

Resists water and mildew and passes
flame resistant (FR) testing to
CAN/ULC-S109.

DELIVER

Scaffold Sheeting
Sample

Designed to be lightweight and
flexible, Norseman’s Scaffold Sheeting
has fastening indicator holes, making
them easy to secure to scaffolding.
The reinforced yellow safety strips
allow for enhanced visibility.

GEAR INFORMATION:
PRODUCT NUMBER

CUT SIZE

COLOUR

FR TESTING

408653

7’.4” x 136’

White w/ three Yellow
Safety Strips

CAN/ULC-S109

410343

14’ x 100’

White w/ five Yellow
Safety Strips

CAN/ULC-S109

ACCESSORIES
408814

11”

Call our Norseman Gear specialists with the item number to order.
Accessories are available to customize Norseman Gear for your jobsite.

Bungee Ties

USA 1.844.667.7362
CANADA 1.800.268.1918

